
CHAPTER IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

From the study of the North Bengal Transport organisa

tion, certain conclusions can be drawn. This organisation 

is nationalised and huge subsidy is given from the government 

exchequers to run the organisation. The amount of subsidy 

is increasing over the period. However, with the mounting 

losses the organisation is growing in size. It has also 

diversified its services. The corporation operates in about 

236 routes and plies in 75,725 effective Kilometers daily 

and the number of persons employed is about 4604. It is 

the second biggest state transport corporation -undertaking 

in the state next only to Calcutta State Transport Corpora

tion. 
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It has all the defects of the Calcutta State Transport 

Corporation in the sense whatever may be the criteria it 

is not a profitable organisation and therefore presumably 

an inefficient, one. The World Bank Report of 1988 pointed 

out that the Calcutta State Transport Corporation is an 

.example of low productivity and inefficiency. The vlorld 

. Bank points out - 11 The Calcutta State Transport Corporation 

. (CSTC) has a fleet of some 1100 buses of which less than 

700 are in operation, mainly for want of repair and main

tenance and sometimes because of lack of drivers. It has 

a high staffing ratio of.20.7 per operational bus. The 

CSTC has been plagued by fare evasion estimated more than 

15 percent of revenue. The resulting combination of low 

productivity with fare inadequacy and evasion necess~tes 

a subsidy of about 116 million a month''• About the private 

buses in Calcutta the World Bank Report comments that the 

11 City 's 2200 private buses operated mainly by small 

companies or individual owners grouped into several route 

associations - have been able to serve the people without 

subsidy 11
• In otherwords the Calcutta state Transport 

Corporation is running at a huge loss, whereas the private 

buses are at least running. at a profit. ·Purely from the 

.standpoint o.f profit earning capacity the nationalised 

transport system is weak financially and survives with tax 

payers' money - namely subsidy. 
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The North Bengal State Transport Corporation is very 

similar to tne Calcutta State Transport Corporation. How-

ever, we have made a comparison with other State Transport 

Corporations of India and came to a conclusion that even in 

respect to other State odned Transport Corporation the 

performance of North Bengal State Transport Corporation is 

perhaps most unsatisfactory. 

North Bengal consists of five districts of West Bengal 

state viz. Cooch Behar, Jalpaiguri, Da.rjeel ing, 1'1::il da and 

West Dinajpur. It approximately covers 21625 km. which is 

about 1/6 of the total area of West Bengal. The region is 

extremely backward whatever may be the criteria. Out of 

five districts of North Bengal four districts are officially 

declared as "no industry district". One km. of road in this 

region of the North Bengal is required to serve 2, 266 

persons on an average as against the country's average of 

443 persons per km. Though North Bengal has special 

importance in the economic development of V.Jest Bengal, yet 

this region is a relatively backward area. The most import

ant reason for the backwardness is the lack of rural and 

urban integration and absence of communication net work. 

Transport, communication and energy play a vital role 

in the economic development of a nation 1 ike ours. Among 

these infrastructural ingredients, transport is a single 

powerful factor on which economic, social and political 
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activitie~ of a nation depend. Of all the modes of trans

port, the Road Transport suits well to the Indian context 

:because of its flexible operations, less capital investment 

and easy operation in the village where the majority of the 

people live. 

In this study, we have attempted to study the causes 

'of growth of this Corporation (NBSTC) inspite of all 

i-nefficiencies, 1 osses and subsidies. We have analysed why 

it is running at a 1 oss, what are the factors that led to 

its continuous "bad management''. But it still graws in 

size, diversification and method. Perhaps the "theory of 

·bureaucracy,. may be helpful to understand its growth. 

On 15. 4.1960, i.e. the date on which the West Bengal 

:Government handed over this undertaking to the Corporation, 

:it owns a fleet of 87 buses. The number of persons employed 

, was 651 and the amount of capital contribution by State 

.Government was 28.74 lakhs. On 31.3.1983, the Corporation 

:operates in 236 routes. The number of vehicles owned is 

439 and the number of persons employed is 4,504. It is the 

second biggest State Transport corporation in the state 

next only to Calcutta State Transport Corporation. The 

: NBSTC has grown in size. The .objectives were : (1) To help 

the public in trade and industries by the development of 

road transport; (2) To d'o-ordinating the road transport with 

rail transport; and (3) To improve the facilities for road 
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transport in the said region. Our study covers a period of 

not less than twenty one years to get a representative 

picture of the working of the Corporation. 

The study of the Soard of Directors of NBSTC reveals 

that it is full of political representatives and on tempo-

rary basis. .Short duration of appointment and frequent 

~ransfer of top management are the twin features of the 
I 

organisation. There is no worker •s representation in NB.STC 

' 
~oard at present. 'I'he NB.STC has three divisions namely at 

Cooch Behar, .Siliguri and Raiganj. There are nineteen 

depots on February, 1989 within the jurisdiction of the 

divisions. There is no proper system of reporting from the 

+ower level to the upper level and decisions are very often 

taken on the basis of inadequate data or information. ·rhe 

controlling system of NBSTC is not effective. 

There is no man-power planning at all in the organisa-

tion which is experiencing a high vehicle-staff ratio. In 

the ·year 1967-68, the number of vehicles held by the 

corporation was 233. The administrative staff, traffic 

staff and mechanical staff per vehicle held were 1.13; 3.63 

and 1.29 respectively. In the year 1987-88, the number of 

vehicles held was 529 and. the administrative staff, traffic 

~taff and mechanical staff per vehicle held were 1.25, 5.14 

and 2.30 respectively. ·rhe nurnber of all kinds of staff 

per vehicle held is shov;ing a rising trend. 'l'his ratio r1as 
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got. no consistency with the increase ·or decrease .. in the 

sche'dules or ~operation. The productlvity :·of employees in 
r_:.. .," :._~·.-:_~·;: -~ '. 

terms of km. 1 is not satisfactory. · There _.i:~: no fix~:~ .. 
. : . . . . . .:_. : .. . '• ·:_.·: .. - ~ _;;, ·. ~ ._. : 

recruitment policy .:i,.n the NBSTC and ,very'<.often· .recruitment · 
i . . . . . . > ~: • " . . . . . " ·.·. : 

is coloured by political -or .regional. consideration.·.· .·fence 
. . i . . . . . . ·.: . . . . . ·' ·~ . : .... 

the efficieticy is ·very low in the NBSTC·. The .greatest··.: 

problem. is ~h~t in the NBSTC the employees are . hardly · ..• 
! 
I 

trained. It is the most. neglected function in the ·carpa-
l· . . • . .. 

ration. Th~ po].icy as. reg~rd to transfer in ·th~~~:~'orp~ration 
I
' .. '·. . . . - . . . . : ~,:, -: . . . _.. 

~ .·' . ~ . ··-:. : : . \ ;-.. ·'. _~,_;,~ _,-... _ ... ' 

is that ·_any I one who· has·: served three years ·can . be _;:trans- . . . . ·I . . . · ..... ·. . . :_· . , . : .... 
fered. Many a time the. transfers·. become paper trans~er and 

I ·. '_.,.. .. ·. . . :. ·; • 
. I . ·•,.,.,. 

:a~ n_~<.imptemented •. :· .· .... -:::. . · \/:}:_._:·_;. ::.}£~--; . . . . . . . I . . . ~ _;j i?f.V:: : ;. ··' .... ·. ·.. . . 

... . · :: ~G acJi~n~ ;;atr Of ~~~~ per lakh. 2J:~~s not'~~;,., 
. ·::~:.~·'·- . .- _·: ! .. .'. _,. ~--_, .. _· . , __ .·--~-.:~.::~-:~:~:-:-. . . . . ~ - .' ~ ::-~ .,,.:·::·_:?: ~--:.i·:~-~~ '; ._ ... _,· -~-~:---~~·:-, 

much variation and ·it was almost been constant _qround o.·23 
I. ., ':· _' .. i . . . . - .. . . . .. 

·accidents PE7r lakh ·kms. :. The rate of :Preakdowns per 10,.000 
'i . . . 

kms. was. exqeptionally high -in :the years 1976_;,77, 1977.-78 
I . . . . 
I . . . . 

and 1984-85.: With respect to. other years, there i'S nOt 
I 

! . . 
much variation in the 'number of breakdowns per 10,000 kms. 

and it has a.l.most been constant around 1.48 breakdowns per 

10,000 kms. The percentage _of vehicles off the ro~d is 

high and has almost been constant around 2 8'>-" on average. 

It means.that ~thor more of the vehicles remain off the 

road. However some improvement has been noticed during 

the current period Of 1985-86 and 1986-87. But it is diffi-

cult to say whether the improvement is transitory, random 

or permanent feature of the ·NBSTC management. One paradox 

/ 
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trat has to be noted is that Hith the increase in the 

number of mechanical staff, the number of vehicles in 

repair has increased and number of vehicles off the road 

has mul t ipl ie d. This shows that the. maintenance policy of 

the NBSTC is defective. One of the reasons that could be 

gathered from the repair shops is the lack of discipline, 

' work ethics and poor supervision in the management. The 

management has virtually no control over the mechanical 
' . 

' 
staff. Very often this mechanical staff are recruited not 

qn merits but on extra-economic or extra-administrative 

conditions. The percentage of cancellation of trips is 

23.14% over the seven year periods on an average. It is 

needless to say that due to frequent cancellations (varying 

from ~th to 1/Sth of the schedule trips) the public at 

large are put into great inconvenience. It is found that 

f\IOSt of the vehicles in each year belongs to "more than 8 

year groups 11
• Certain amenities are also provided towards 

~ustomers, students, teachers, blind people, journalist, 

office-goers which presumably upgrades the image of the 

corporati.on. 

The fleet utilisation records a 0. 8(o improvement during 

' the study period. except the year 1972-73 the fieet 

~tilisation was bel ow 90 per cent and does not compare 

favourably with 90 per cent fleet utilisation standard 

referred. The vehicle utilisation shows a 55.21 per cent 

improvement during the study period and does no1: c,Jrnpare 
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fa.vour<·(bly vJith 300 t:.ms. standard referred. 

tained oer litre of fuel in NBSTC·has been poor ~1d it has 

a long \-1ay 1:0 go to achieve a satisfactory performance. The 

1 occupaeion ratio shows an improvement o£ 7 percent during 

the study period • 2xcept the years 1974-75 to 1978-79, the 

. occupation ratio Has bel o..v 70 per cent an<.~ does not compare 

favourably vlith 70 per cent occupation ratio standard 

referred. I'he nurnber of rout:es, route kms. and effective 

kms of ~B3TC have been increased d1rina the study period. 

~he revenue '~er k.m. • . .:~:s 120.53 paise at t.he beginninc 

o:-:: the st-:dy period and increased to 313. GO paise at· tl-Je. 

~nd recording 150.83 per cent increase. The cost per km • 

. increased from 124.55 paise to 440.00 p2ise during tf::e 

study period, registering a 253.27 per cent increase. The 

loss per km. waS 3.92 paise in 1957-58 and 230 paise in. the 

year 1937-88, reco.::-ding 5,7-57. 34 per cent increase over 

the neri od. The total revenue per venicle per day was 

~- 180.82 ~n 1967-68 ~nd ~. 502.73 in the year 1925-87 

records an increase ~y 2 J J • .:: 3 per cen1:. The total cost per 

vehicle per day was 125 in 1967~68 and s .. 1205.47 in the 

year 19SS-37 and records an increase 'oy S43·.IC per cent. 

'I'he cost rev~nue ratio is al':.re:ys mo.::e th:3.n. -:.cu. GO and it 

is iosin9 very ·heavily.. In 1967-:SS the cost". revenue :-atio 

w'as 1C3.25 per cent and in 19:3_·5-T7 it h,~s t-ecome 200.24 

per cr~:1t. 
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from 94.08·per cent in 1967-53 to 15.15 per cent in the 

year 1934-85. It indicates that asset ~tilisation and 

financial performance are not better. 

'I'he cost of pers .:Jnnel has recorded an increase over the 

period of seventeen years at 747.72 per cent. '2'he cost of 

fuel records an increase of 838. 15 per cent over a period 

of seventeen years. The interest cost or debt charges has 

recorded 1121.10 per cent increase. The costs of depreci a-

tion records an increase of 435.19 per cent and the cost of 

spare parts 359.5 5 per cent during a period o£ seventeen 

years. The percentage of cost of tyres and tuoes to total 

cost has come down from 7.9 per cent to 5.48 per cent and 

it is mainly due to better km. obtained per tyre. The cost 

'of battery as a percentage to total cost •,.;as 0.8% in 1971-72 

and 0.33 Der cent in 1987-88. It mee.ns that it is not :1sed 

in a bett2r way. '!'he cost o:£ 1 ubrice.nt s hov;s declining 

trend. The cost of stores record 139.50 per cent increase. 

'2'he tax cost is increased by 133.5·9 :;er cent c1~Jrino the 

p~riod of seventeen years. Other costs not included in -::rte 

above heads have increased by 232.37 per cent over 1971-72. 

·rhe total cost in absolute terms records an increase by 

1293.70 per cent and total revenue by 729.50 per cent 

during the stlldy period. 

It is observed that the fares are not rev.i..::;eci in caci! 

year. 



Corporation. A b_r-(~dk even cost i)er sectt km. is calculated 

which tells that the fare charged by the Cor;;orat.Lon per 

km. is much lower than the br-eak even cost per seat kms. 

It is observed that out of eve~ry rupee received by the 

Corporation about one thLcd is made over to government. 

The interest on capital/loan is the single largest item and 

accounts for 96.40% to total payment and 30.37 per cent of 

total revenue. Capital contribution received from the 

participating Gove.cnment is irregular during the period. 

From 1984-85 the payments made to the participating 

Government were higher tha:1 the capital contrLbation receiv-

ed. The capital contributions were not made proportionately 

along with the growing requirements of the Corporation. The 

agreed ratio of capital contribution between state and 

Central Government is 2:1. But the Central Governr:-~ent is 

in a back log of P.s. 1207 lakhs in 1984-35. 

·rhe lower opti;r1ur:1 cost in 1987-38 is K.:i. 528.67 when 

Y- = 5.54 (i.e. c~o. of staff r)er vehicle per dav Y~ = 
l - .... ~ 

71.3198 (i.e. quantity of fuel used per bus per day);. and 

Y
3 

= 0. 01066 (i.e. the number o£ tyres used ~.)er vehicle per 

day). The higher optimum cost is Rs. 610.69 ',~1';::, r<.. ·.r ·" '-·'- ~ .L1 

Y
2 

= 71.3198 and Y
3 

= 0.01066. aut the actual cost 

incurred per vehicle per day in that year is ~. 1138 and 

the actual ea.rnin9 per vehicle per day was ;;~. 556.31. 
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Inspite of all inefficiencies, losses and subsidies 

the state transport sector is in existence not merely 

because some interest groups want them and the legislature 

authorises them. They must be 11 manufactured11
• More often 

than not, the supplies of the programmes for nationalised 

transport is part of the government itself, a government 

bureau Government may grow :1ot only because inefficiencies 

are tolerated by the citizens or increased expenditure are 

demanded by the citizens, but because they are demanded by 

the bureaucracy supplying governf:lent programmes in the form 

of neH buses I (whici1 would ultimately run into huge 1 osses). 

·rhe government bureaucrats even in the less developed region 

like North Sengal are an independent force, ·which possibly 

may lead to constant gro~..th of the size of the North Bengal 

State ;rransport Corporation. The North 3engal State Trans-

port Corporation is incdrrinr; loss and a huge loss 1 but 

still it is incr~asing in size. 

To understand the problem consider Fig .1. Let G. be a 

measurable output from public tranS_t)Ort programme --. say 

number of buses successf'.llly completing its task by carrying1 

passengers or num)er of buses earning profit per kilometer. 

I'he pemand for this output, s-::>mehovJ revealed thro-u.gh the 

-political process, is the line DD. Let the minimum cost 

/ 
of supplying this output be schedule 3S. rne optimal quan-

tity o£ G to purchase fr::>m the point of vie>·J of community 
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. .... ~ ,._ 

is G
0

, where the marginal benefit to the co~nunity of another 

bus successfully completing a year of operating just equal 

marginal cost. The minimum total cost of supplying the 

optimal output is P 
0

60 • But if members of North Bengal State 
':, 

Transport corporation desire a greater budget expenditure 

than P
0

G
0 

it may still occur. 

y 

Why greater budget still occur 

\="L-'1 9 ·1 

S ~------G_._:x.._o---~'1"\-=-,-.._-- ;.<... '\ ~~ (>""' "'\-
u ..v~ """'o._-~~~ ~~"V\-- • 

in the fac~ of losses and inefficiency ? Because a bureau- · 

cracy does not simply offer up a supply schedule such as s:f 

to the legislature and ask the legislature to pick a point 

on it. Instead, it offers up a total budget B = P
0

GB that 

may exceed the optimal budget from the point of view of 

demanders because ~B -7 G 
0 

or PB I P 
0 

or both. How can the 

l;mreaucracy get the legislature to "buy••· this higher 

budget ? TvJO characteristics of the legisl-ature bureaucracy 

relationship work in favour of bureaucracy in achieving this 

end. 
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First, ~he legislature and bureaucracy may be typically 

in a bilateral monopoly situation. Whereas the bureaucracy 

obviously needs the legislature in that the legislature must 

approve all expenditure measures, if bureaucracy is to be 

sustained, the legislature also, at least in the short run, 

is in equal need of the bureaucracy. If the bureaucracy 

refuses to supply any output, allows a significant deterio-

ration of quality or like it may be members of the legisla-

ture that bear the hostile reaction of the citizens at the 

next election, not members of the bureaucracy. If B
0 

= P
0
G

0
_ 

is the optimal budget from the point of view of the 

community and BB the optimal budget from the perspective 

of the bureaucracy, then by analogy with other bilateral 

* monapoly situations, one can probably expect a bud:]et B 

* with B
0 

L B L BB to emerge from the bargaining process. 

The bureaucracy is aided in bargaining with the legis

lature· in that the legislature typically has at best a 

vague idea of what s:f is or often even 1.vhat G is, for 
-

that matter. Indeed, it is often precisely because the 

good cannot be supplied is well defined. The same is true 

for transport. Indeed again, one typically must rely on 

members of the bureaucracy itself to supply necessary 

information. These same bureaucrats are also often the 

only ones who can define the cost of obtaining a given level 

of output - however de£ ined. Here the monopoly nature of 

the bureau helps it achieve its go~)ds because the legisla-

ture cannot define output properly nor do know the cost. 
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If the bureaucrats claim it can supply G1 at the total cost 

of B1 and G2 at total cost of B2 , it is often difficult for 

the legislature to counter effectively that it instead 

That the bureaucrats will wish to obtain a B greater 

that B seems almost obvious. 
0 

EVen if the bureaucrats 

supplies G it seems natural that it would prefer an effeco 

tive unit price for supplying G that is greater than P • 
. 0 0 

The extra revenue could be used to offer higher salaries 

more leisure (because of a larger staff), more perquisites 

(free travel) and a whole host of amenities that might make 

a bureaucrat 's 1 ife on and off the job more pleasant. This 

model of the budget - maximising bureaucrat has a certain 

similarity with models of the corporation that assume that 

managers maximise the corporation's size, its growth in 

size or other size related variable such as i-lhite-collar 

staff (Banmol) 2 , M:J.rris and ·dilliam3 • However, one should 

not be too quick to generalise • 

. ·rhe top officers in a nationalised corporation, like 

North Bengal State Transport Corporation (or the like) are 

typically political appointees, who may stay at the 

corporation for four or five years at most. Thus expanding 

size of the bureau, even if size and salary are positively 

related would not be likely to benefit directly the bureau-

crats who really brought about the increase. If the grcMth 
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of co~ooration benefits the top members of the bureaucracy, 

it must in general be from non-p~cuniary dimensions of a 

bureaucrat 's rewards that accompany the growth in a corpo

ration 's size. For example, it may be that higher the 

size the higher the "power" of the bureaucrats or the top 

bureaucrats can bring their "own 11 persons as employees in 

the expandi::J.g corporation· or there may be "extra-official'' 

ways to earn more money, power and prestige. 

men at middle levels, salary levels do not differ 

much across the bureaus. The Secretaries, undersecretaries, 

Assistant or peons earn the same reganQess of which depart

ment they are in. But the chances of promotion in a rapidly 

'growing corporation are certainly greater than in a shrink

ing one. Thus, middle level bu~eaucrats do have a financial 

,incentive to encourage the rapid expansion of their corpo

ration, because it increases the likelihood of their 

promotion to a higher rank. career bureaucrats are also 

likely to be with the bureau long enough to benefit directly 

from the expansion, unlike their short-term superiors. 

Although this analysis provides a rationale for the 

promotion of growth in size by middle-level career bureau

crats, it generally complicates the story of why these 

individuals are allowed to fulfil their goals to the loss 

of society. If the bureaucrats at the top of bureau do not 

benefit from the growth in bur~au~size, why do they not 
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curtail growth ? Are middle-level bureaucrats able to 

deceive both the legislatures and their superiors within 

the bureau about the true magnitude of P and G ? It is 

quite obvious that bureaucrats supply the goods at a higher 

price or cost than the private sectors. A direct comparison 

with the private sector alternatives cannot be ruled out. 

The legislature can always compare the private and public 

sectors performance or the bureaucrats can often be subject-

ed to private market. 

It is in this context a model can be developped in 

which bureaucrats can force voters to choose a higher level 

of government expenditures than the level voters must prefer 

under the particular set of institutional rules in which the 

choice is made. Consider Figure 2. Let tf, u2 and u3 be 

indifference curves for the median voter in a community 

defined over units of private goods, X consumed by the 

voters and publicly provide G. Let BB be the bud]et con-

straint line facing the voter, given him or her tax share 

of the costs of p·roviding G. The median voter's most 

preferred quantity of G, given his tax share and budget 

constraint Bif is then G • 
0 

If the quantity of G for the 

community were determined by majority rule with all levels 

of G as possible outcomes, G would be the chosen level of 
0 

public good for the community. 

Suppose, however, the community does not get to choose 

from all possible levels of G but· is simply given the choice 
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between G1· and~a level of expenditure proposed by the 
').. 

corporation that supplies G1 and G2 • Given the choice bet

ween G1 and G2 the median voter prefers G1 • 

This perhaps offers an explanation. ·rhe bureaucracy's 

ability to expand the budget beyond the amount legislature 

or citizens demand depends in part on its ability to mis-

represent true prices and quantities of publicly provided 

goods. The ability to misrepresent is likely to depend in 

turn on the size and the complexity of the budget itself. 

The bigger the bureaucracy is, the more difficult it is 

for outsiders to monitor its activity and the more insiders 

there are who are working to increase the size of bureau-

~0 I 1)1 

~c.vbL~c. 1'cn::V 
Size in a Bureaucrat - .r::etermined Budget i'10del. 
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It is pointed out that the growth of bureaucracy is 

likely to depend on its absolute size. To see this rela

tionship let us define G1 as the amount of publicly provided 

goods the citizens or legislature truly demand. Let B1 be 

the total size· of. the budget. B1 is greater than G1 to the 

extent to which the bureaucracy is capable of forcing a 

greater expenditure o£ resources towards the bureaucracy 

than is demanded; that is 

81 = o( I G1 

Let o\21 = eai1 

9(,)1 . . . (I) 

( Il) 

and let the amount of publicly provided goods demanded 

grow at a constant rate n equal to say the grrn~h in 

national income 

Then 

ni e 

Thus the growth in the budget G is then 

... (III) 

... (IV) 

g = In B1 -In Bt_1 = a (Bt - Bt - 1) + n (V) 

. The growth rate of the budget both exceeds the gr01.vth in 

national income, n, and increases with the absolute diffe-

.renee between this period's and last period's budget. 

Other functional forrns for r:::<: I •.vill yield other relation

ships between g and 31; so long as oe, increases with 
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budget size hovJever, the growth in the size of the budget 

can be expected to increase with its absolute size 0
• 

Equation (IV) is broadly consistent with the pattern 
~ 

of growth of goven1ment expenditure in India in case of 

government run organisations; slow but steady initial growth, 

gradu.ally shifting into more rapid rates of grmv-th. This 

process results in a '3' shaped grcrwth path of government 

organisation ''S". Shaped growth path for organisations are 

sufficiently co~on that one could hypothesise even in case 

of North Bengal State Transport Cori_JOration. Only that it 

is still in the expanding path of the 11 S" curve. Government 

growth or corporations growth operated by the State cannot 

outpace national income indefinitely and so the subsequent 

slowdown in_growth characteristic of the S must also come. 

'l'his has, however, not yet happened in the North Bengal 

State Transport Corporation. 

·rhe hypothesis that bureaucrat, power increases the 

size of the government presumes t.hat the bureaucracy can 

deceive the legislature aiJout true costs of supplying 

different levels of output. The fiscal illusion hypothesis 

presumes that legislature can decieve the citizens about 

the true nature of corporation or its "optimal 11 behaviour. 

Some have traced the argument back to V~ll and also cites 

Pareto as a source of hypothesis of 11 fiscal illusion" 7 • 

The "fiscal illusion,. explanation for government size assumes 
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that citizens measure the size of the government by the 

size of their tax bill. To bring about an increase in 

government size or for the inefficiencies of the government 

- run institution or corporations, for which the citizens 

are not willing to pay voluntarily the legislature -

executive - politicians - bureaucrats must increase the 

citizens • tax burden in such a way that the citizens are 

unaware that they are paying more in taxes or be willing 

to pay the price of citizen displeasure in the next election. 

If tax burdens can be 11 disguised11 in this way, citizens have 

the .iilusion that government is smaller than it actually is 

and government can grow beyond the levels citizens prefer • 

.rv.J.ll felt that direct taxes were more visible and by impli

cation, that excessive government growth.would have to rely 

on indirect-taxes. The percentage of direct tax and indirect 

tax in the year 1950-51 was 35% and 65% respectively and 

in the year 1983-84 it was 16.5% and 83.5% respectively8• 

In fact this has what happened in ~'lest Bengal or India. 

Indirect taxes have increased in most of the commodities to 

pay for the 11subsidies 11 to the corporations like Nort.h 

Bengal State Transport Corporation. It is a moot question 

in theory whether 11 indirect" taxes can really ''disguise 11 

the inefficiencies of the government or the corporations. 

Alternatively, one can trJink of ''privatisation 11 of the 

transport system. .aut in west 3engal ''privatisation ,, ap~ears 
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to be a "dirty philosophy" at least at the present stage of 

political development. Hence, we have to live with 

increased tax burden to pay for subsidies for the ineffi

ciently run government corporations like North Bengal State 

Transport Corporation. Further, we have to live with the 

idea that North Bengal State Transport Corporation -vlill 

increase in size inspite of all losses and inefficiencies 

- however defined. 
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